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The Governor of South Carolina, Columbia, S. C.

The trustees of Clemson College have taken hold of the institution on a business-like plan. Representatives of the college will be put in the Senate in South Carolina, and it will be made a topic for interest by the farmers. The officers of the institution are invited to the adjutant's presence. The president will issue a call for the regular army, with the view to bring the farmers into the real army of the state. The regular army will not engage in war, but will be used for peace and for the purpose of the institution. The regular army will be used for the purpose of the institution.
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Mr. William Banks, city editor of the Columbia Register, visited the city yesterday evening.

Mr. W. C. White, of Chester, was in the city yesterday evening.

Mr. W. T. Whitlock, of Chester, has been in the city a few days.
OLD JIM.

Amazing Stories Told About a
Pious Fire Horse of Boston.

Stories of the intelligence displayed by Old Jim, the old fire horse, have been told over and over again, but there is no story of him that is more touching than the one that is just nearest to what seems to be worthy of a little attention. It is the one that was told about Jim when he passed away. It is known to the members of the department and, indeed, to many of the people of the city, and it is now at the Dartmouth street fire station, where it is known as the "emergency" horse. This is the name that is used when one of the original or regular horses is absent or whose services are required when the afternoon call is made.

The men tell so many interesting stories about him and the way he acts when they have a call, that Old Jim makes a mark on the heart. As soon as they see the fire and hear the alarm, the driver goes over to get his horses, and when he gets there, he tells about him relates to his actions when an alarm is sounded in the station. He is a horse that every man knows and is always ready to do his best.

Previous to this fire, Old Jim had the services of the Dartmouth street house to take the place of another horse that had been transferred to the Dartmouth street premises by stretching a neat wire on the premises by stretching a neat wire. He was a man of deep and lasting sympathy, and when he was taken, it was a loss to the men and the community.

The story of Old Jim is one that will be remembered for many years to come, and it is a story that will be told by the men who were with him during his service.
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